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GOLD RUSH JOURNAL MOST
VALUABLE WORK ON '49 DAYS
When news of California's gold discovery reached the east, Joseph Goldsborough
Bruff was working as an artist and draftsman in the Bureau of Topographical En-'
gineers in Washington, D. C. Bitten by
the gold bug, like thousands of others, he
decided to make the journey to California
in the spring of 1849, and organized a
company of young men, of which he was
elected captain. On the Lassen Cutoff his
company ran into disaster and abandoned
their captain, who spent the winter in a
starvation camp. After an absence of two
years Bruff reached home without having
mined an ounce of gold.
Hundreds of men who joined the gold
rush kept journals, many of which have
been published. Few were ever intended
for publication and to a certain extent they
are all alike. But when Bruff started West
he did so with the intention of writing a
book, and never for a day forgot that purpose, even when at the point of death.
Being an artist he made hundreds of
sketches of scenes along the way to illustrate his work. Guarding his manuscript
and sketches with his life he finally
reached hcme, but found his work too

POEMS OF NEW MEXICO . . .
Roy A. Keech has translated into
poetry the rhythm and beauty of traditional life in the Southv/est . . . its rituals
and arts, its legends and landscapes.
Mood and spirit of Indian and SpanishAmerican cultures in distinctive style.
Your friends will appreciate one of thosD
gift volumes. Limited offer.
PAGANS PRAYING. Ceremonials, rituals and rhythm dominant in Southwest
Indian life. Understanding, beautiful interpretations of Indian art, dances,
handcraft. Full page drawings by PTD
Chalee, Taos Indian artist ..„.
$2.00
POEMS OF NEW MEXICO. Scenes and
sounds in New Mexico . . . luminarios,
mesa lands, ruins, pottery makers.
Bright and colorful glimpses into lives of
Indians and Spanish speaking people.
Printed from handset Lydian
$1.00
CHILDREN SING IN NEW MEXICO.
Twelve children's songs with piano music and words in Spanish and English.
Delightful, authentic verses about the
burro, the horny toad, tamale man, fiesta dress, Indian drum, etc. Clever
pen sketches
$1.00

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
636 State Street

El Centre California

SURVEY MADE OF NAVAJO
AND PUEBLO SILVERWORK
Atsidi Sani, the first Navajo to become
a silversmith, learned his craft from a
Mexican between 1850 and 1870, and the
Zufii smiths in turn were taught by the
Navajo. These are the conclusions of John
Adair, who has presented a readable study
of the American Indian metalcrafts in his
book THE NAVAJO AND PUEBLO
voluminous to interest publishers at that SILVERSMITHS.
time.
Through the cooperation of Indians
Now, 95 years later, the journals and
now
living, the author has been able to
drawings of J. G. Bruff at last have been
give
an
authentic report not only of the
published by Columbia University Press,
with his drawings and voluminous noics history of Indian silver work, but of the
by the editors, Georgia Willis Read and methods and techniques of manufacture
Ruth Gaines. Nothing so interesting and down through the years. Primitive forges
comprehensive previously has been pub- and homemade tools still are being used
lished on this subject. It is doubtful if any- in many hogans and pueblos of the Souththing ever will be found to equal it. His west today.
The commercialism of Indian silver
drawings alone are worth the price ($15),
while the editorial notes, which required work began in 1899 when the Fred Haran unbelievable amount of patient re- vey company first began to buy bracelets
search, are as valuable as the text of the and rings and other items from the Najournals. Altogether this is the most colos- vajo for resale to white travelers in the
sal work ever presented on the subject of Southwest. Previous to that time tribesmen
the gold rush and will be found not only made silver only for their own use and for
a document of intense human interest, but occasional sale to soldiers stationed on the
an indispensable reference work on the reservations.
exciting days of '49. Its editors and pubThrough exhaustive examination of the
lishers have made the most outstanding principal museum collections of Navajo
contribution to the literature of that and Pueblo silver work, and through deperiod, in GOLD RUSH.
tailed observation of the tribal smiths at
—CHARLES KELLY work, the author has acquired an intimate
• • •
knowledge not only of the mechanics of
SOUTHWEST ADVENTURE IS
the craft but of its place in Indian culture
IN SANTA FE TRAIL BOOK
past and present.
The Santa Fe Trail leads to the heart of
A chapter on origin of design is of spethe Southwest. Its history embraces a story cial interest to those who have wondered
of explorers, fortunes and romance from about the symbolism of the figures used
the time the earliest Spanish explorers for the decoration of silver jewelry made
swung up through Mexico or west from by Indians.
Florida until the advent of the railroad.
Much revealing information is given
Its travelers number into thousands, on the importance of metalcraft in the ecoeach with a mission, a hope, a dream of a nomic and social life of the Indians today,
new western world. To some the call was and the effects of the white man's comthe lure of gold, that destroyed far more
men than it made rich; to others it was a mercialization of the native arts. The presdesire for high adventure or indepen- ent practice on the part of wholesale buydence ; still others bore the Holy Cross and ers of paying for Indian silver work by
became martyrs in the cause of Christian- the ounce has resulted in lower standards
ity. But whatever their incentive, each of quality. However, good Indian silver
group had to face danger and privation, and turquoise jewelry still may be obcruelty from nature and savages, before tained by buyers who are willing to pay the
the goal of the West was attained.
price which invariably attaches to quality.
Agnes Laut, author of other historical This book will be an invaluable aid to
works, has missed none of the drama of those who desire to become better judges
the trail in her book, PILGRIMS OF THE of the quality of native craftsmanship.
SANTA FE. The heroism and tragedy of
The author formerly was manager of
this fascinating portion of American history are traced in the stories of Narvaez, Navajo Arts and Crafts Guild, and is now
first Spanish explorer, the French march a sergeant in the United States Army Air
from New Orleans, the American cara- Forces.
vans, army patrols, Mormons, Kearney's
Published by University of Oklahoma
army in the Mexican war, the famous In- Press, 1944. Many halftone illustrations,
dian scouts, the Forty-niners, and the railmap, chart. Appendix, bibliography and
road.
Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 1931. index. 220 pages. $4.00.
—RANDALL HENDERSON
Photos, maps, index. $1.29.
—A.M.
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« Since John Hilton wrote his story of
the Holmes brothers and their lead mining at Castle Dome, in early summer, disa.tcr has overtaken the camp. As is typic. I of the desert, it came in form of a
violent thunderstorm which flooded and
destroyed the workings where the high
grade galena was discovered. All machinerj and equipment were lost, the men
lurely escaping with their lives. After
:,ni mounting
disheartening
obstacles
i eorge, although ill from overwork and
i -at, now has brought the mine back into
• induction.
• We're sure most gem cutters never
I nve dreamed what really was happening when they were polishing a rock.
After they have read Jerry Laudermilk's
n^xt story, to appear soon, those rocks
never again will look the same. Besides
diagrams to explain the scientific basis of
die story, he has made drawings of eerie,
unbelievable scenes found on actual
jpecimens of polished geodes.
• So far as is known the map drawn by
Morton Allen based on sketch by author
M.irion Estergreen for this month's
I'avelog is the first ever made of the
New Mexico cave area. Besides being a
\\ liter of feature articles Marion has had
i msiderable verse published and is
known as poet laureate of New Mexico.
S he has a handsome young son, with the
navy somewhere in the Southwest Pacilic, whose hobbies are mining and geoll \gf.
Although the main lures for John
hlackford's camera are Southwest landicapes, such as appear this month in Desi n Wonderlands, he is also interested in
ilesert wildlife. Readers saw his winning
photos of baby quail in the September
i isue. Soon Desert will publish more of
his photos of birds and animals in their
ilesert homes.
• In the neat clean pueblo of Isleta
.ibout 12 miles south of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, E. F. Hudson photo| laphed the Indian outdoor ovens shown
(in this month's cover. He says "they
leally glow in the sun, perhaps because
of the golden colored straw used in the
mud for their construction." In the warm
unlit days of autumn these ovens are
unrounded by color—the sky is intense
blue, great strings of brilliant peppers
•te scarlet against golden adobe walls.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
I'he sun beats down on an ancient lake,
Blue and green in the glare;
'iut the water and trees can never appease,
For 'tis a mirage shimmering there.
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WALK SLOWLY
By CONSTANCE WALKER

Los Angeles, California
Walk slowly when you reach the desert's rim
In friendly greeting to the noble band
Of Joshuas on the iridescent strand,
For sudden brilliance may seem strangely grim.
A million stars have let their splinters limn
The unity of earth and sky—in sand;
And one may touch a warm and kindly hand
As golden trumpets clearly herald Him.
Be still—be still—no longer rushed and tense
And let the gleaming hush at last relate
The triumph of a spirit filled with peace!
For evil has no power or eloquence
To conquer poise the silence can translate
Where those who trusted God have found
surcease.
•
•
•

DESERT LAND
By H E L E N L. VOGEL

San Diego, California
And all about the everlasting hills
Rise, to fold in with protecting arms
The undulating sands, the washes, fills,
The ranches nesting deep within the palms.
All moon-washed like a meteor's afterglow,
Is the aura on the desert's brow,
To rim each silent shape or thing below
With light suffused that Night can but endow.
That space of quiet animates, at length,
Night, so peace becomes a living force,
And flows through earth and man in hidden
strength,
An inflow deeper than the ocean's course.
And when at dawn, the everlasting hills
Cast aside their purple robes for rose,
The Day unlocks her treasure chest and spills
Her gems, and every hour wears regal clothes.
•
•
•

TAKE ME BACK TO THE
PANAMINTS
By MARCUS Z. LYTLE

San Diego, California
Take me back to the Panamints
Where the world is desert and sky!
Lay me under a pifion bough,
Leave me alone, to die!
Take me back to the sagebrush plain
That shawls old Telescope Peak,
Where the silence is vast as the spread of space
With only the wind to speak!
Leave me here in the umbered rock
That sentinels Emigrant Pass,
Where the Panamint daisies tongue the snow
High over a salt morass!
Take me back to the Panamints
Ere I lose the dimming trail!
Turn my eyes to the rising moon,
My ears to the desert gale!
•
•
•

SAND DUNES AND SAGE
By LELA M.

WILLHITE

Fresno, California
I would never ask for more than this:
—or care how fleetly time goes by—
The low-crooning winds that deserts kiss
and pale mauve tones of the western sky.
No one heart could forever hold
all of this beauty for its own
While gaunt mountains loom in serrate mould
as giant breakers that the ocean's thrown,
And wind tossed dunes all alined
in deep shadowed tawny curves
Where its vast floors of sagebrush wind
beyond the sand dunes' swerves.

DESERT NIGHT

land

By CHESNEY W.
By Q. D.

SPIVENS

Banning, California
Land of the starlit diadem,
Low hanging gems afire,
Lighting the path of hope
Leading to heart's desire.
Land of down drifting moonglow
Lighting the darkest nook,
Changing by limn of silver
The land that God forsook.
Land of Cibola's legend,
Hoarder of Golden Fleece,
Land of the gift of silence,
Place of eternal peace.
Land of healing sunshine,
Giver of health and ruth,
Haven for humble and lowly,
Abode of simple truth.
Land of surcease of sorrow,
Healer of blighted pride,
Land for the sorely stricken,
Refuge whatever betide.
Land for a new beginning,
Freedom in humble cot,
Home for the disenchanted—
The desert—"that God forgot."
• •
•

CARVER

San Marino, California
Come, walk with me on a desert road at night.
The sage is sweet, slight mystic noises speak.
And when it's dark, the Milky Way unfolds
A lighted path across the sparkling sky.
Some far off sound may reach the listening ear—
The pulsing rhythm of a distant heavy train,
Or the weird polyphony of a single lean
coyote—
But over all, a soothing stillness reigns.
In deep content, unharried by the throngs
That jostle thru the market place and crowd
The thoroughfares of eager, restless men,
Let's humbly walk and breathe the fragrant
air.

CACTUS BLOOM
By GEORGE SCOTT GLEASON

Flagstaff, Arizona
He who has not beheld its scarlet
Adorning the sand-swept floor,
Nor felt the sting, sharp, oh sharp of thorn
Knows but naught of desert lore.
Scarlet! Oh beautiful scarlet!
He who has not seen its glow,
Much that the desert holds has not been his,
He has missed too much of beauty, I know.

WILLING BONDAGE
By MARION ESTERGREEN

Albuquerque, New Mexico
The desert is my only home,
Vast ocean waves of sand
Stretch endlessly; where lone winds roam
The stately yuccas stand.
The desert weaves its magic spell
Around the turbulent heart,
111 thoughts die and all is well.
I feel new rapture start.
Where gusts of cleansing desert air
Purify the multitude
It holds my heart a captive here
Of peaceful solitude!
• •
•

TO THE SALTON SEA
By EDWIN STEET

Whittier, California
Soft and blue the twilight glows,
Yuccas sway in the winds of night,
The sun rays dance where the grey trail shows
While little waves break in silvery lace
On lonely shore, by silent waste
A sombre vigil keeping.
Beyond are mountains white and cold,
The plan of the ages their secrets hold,
The slopes in purple shadows lie
While above are peaks both bold and high.
The peace of the stars drifts down from above
Soft and tender as the Salton Sea
Whispering a note of mystery.
Oh, wide spread shimmering sea
With shore line dim and low,
Thou art a Mecca in a sandy stretch
Where beauteous verbenas grow
Draped in wondrous tintings
At dawn and set of sun,
With a spectral moon hanging low in the sky
To light it when day is done.
•
•
•

DESERT DICTATOR
By IRENE BRUCE

Reno, Nevada
Only the sun is a dictator here:
With wind he orders release
From bartering creed and trespassing fear,
And the sands in return build peace.

DESERT NIGHT
By MABEL W I L T O N

Los Angeles, California
Night, a wild black desert steed,
Descends from lofty heights
To gallop madly o'er the desert land
Until the first pink fingers
Of a desert dawn
Reach out to touch him—
Then he is gone.
•
•
•

PROVIDENCE
By FRANCES HOPKINS

Newark, New Jersey
Men have cursed
The secretive desert
In their thirst.
Had they but known,
Their succor stood
In cacti, barrier-grown.
• •
•

DON'T TEE AD ON ME!
By MRS. J. C. DAVIS

San Bernardino, California
Coiled into a living spring
For the lightning stroke he makes,
Swifter than a lightning flash,
Roused and heady, he awakes!
How the sound reverberant
Of his whirring castanets
Pales the cheek and sends the heart
Beating to the time he sets!
All the air is redolent,
Odorous, as of muscat bloom—
Or of faded mignonette
In a closely shuttered room.
Slowly, now his coils relax.
Slowly, but without a pause;
Hasting not and resting not—
Thus His Majesty withdraws!
Orderly his slow retreat
To the long rolls sonorous sound;
Muffled now, his war drum's beat,
Ceaseless, comes from underground.
Sound to bate the bravest breath;
Sound that might the dead awake;
Music for the Dance of Death!
Tocsin of the Rattlesnake!
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